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Presentació del treball

1.1.Antecedents del tema objecte de treball

A  l’escola  CEIP  Vila  Olímpica,  l’alumnat  formen  part  d’un  projecte,  anomenat  Projecte 
Integrat de Llengües,  en què els infants aprenen els continguts de Matemàtiques,  Medi 
Social i Medi Natural a través de tres llengües:  català,  castellà i anglès. El català és la 
llengua vehicular i d’aprenentatge. El castellà i l’anglès s’introdueixen a P4; de P4 a segon 
d’Educació Primària es treballa l’anglès a través de temes globals. A partir de tercer d’EP i 
fins  a  sisè,  l’aprenentatge  de  l’anglès  es  fa  a  través  de  temes  de  Matemàtiques  i  de 
Coneixement del Medi Social i Natural. El nombre d’hores dedicades a l’anglès augmenta 
progressivament: dues hores a P4, tres hores a P5, quatre hores a primer i a segon, cinc 
hores a tercer i a quart, quatre hores setmanals a 5è i 6è.  

A les classes d’anglès i  fins al tercer curs hi ha sempre dues mestres; de tercer a sisè 
només hi ha dues mestres a la classe durant dues hores a la setmana; la resta dels dies és 
la tutora qui fa les classes en anglès. 

Els  temes  que  es  treballen  en  les  diferents  àrees  del  currículum  en  les  tres  llengües 
esmentades es van alternant al llarg dels cursos. Tots els temes s’imparteixen primer en 
català i es complementen o s’amplien després en les altres llengües.

El tractament de la llengua estrangera al Cicle Mitjà esdevé llengua d’ús, per la qual cosa es 
tracten algunes parts de les àrees de Matemàtiques i de Coneixements del Medi Natural i 
Social en anglès. 

A quart de Primària, de les cinc hores setmanals, una es dedica al càlcul mental o a resoldre 
problemes; una altra, a l’explicació i lectura de contes. Les altres tres hores es dediquen a 
fer Medi Natural o Social.   

De les cinc sessions setmanals, en dues de les sessions hi som dues mestres: això  permet 
desdoblar el grup, si es creu convenient, amb la finalitat que els nens i les nenes puguin 
parlar més i que puguem ajudar-los millor en les feines que sorgeixen.
 
A quart de Primària és la primera vegada que els infants fan problemes en anglès a l’hora 
de càlcul mental. Els alumnes d’aquesta Escola estan molt acostumats al càlcul mental, fet 
que ajuda molt quan la dificultat de la llengua estrangera hi entra en joc. La dificultat dels 
problemes correspon a la d’un curs inferior, cosa que els ajuda a resoldre’ls.
 
Abans de començar, hi ha uns moments en què entre tots recordem el vocabulari específic i 
hi introduïm el vocabulari nou, si n’hi ha. Després, llegim els problemes. Cada problema el 
llegim tres cops; els alumnes els resolen i després els corregim i establim un petit diàleg 
entre els infants i la mestra per comentar com els han resolt o quines dificultats han tingut. 
De vegades, alguns dels infants et demanen, durant la lectura del problema, la confirmació 
que han entès bé l’enunciat. Els resultats són molt satisfactoris.         

A les classes de Medi Natural i Social es comença amb una sessió de coneixements previs 
en la qual els infants van dient el que saben en anglès o en català. Les frases que diuen en 
català, la mestra les repeteix en anglès i les fa repetir a un alumne determinat. Després, la 
professora apunta a la pissarra les idees que ells han anat expressant. A continuació, la 
mestra les llegeix, els alumnes les repeteixen i, per acabar, les escriuen en un full. Els dies 
següents comencem les classes recordant les idees i els conceptes que han anat sorgint 
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per tal  d’anar-los assimilant;  i  després  fem les activitats i  els experiments que el  tema 
comporta.

En  acabar  el  tema,  en  fem  una  avaluació  de  les  competències  comunicatives,  dels 
procediments lingüístics i dels continguts.  

Per tant, quan vaig demanar aquesta llicència d’estudis vaig pensar que podria aprofitar 
l’experiència  portada  a  terme  a  l’escola  i  aprofundir  en  l’experiència  que  obtindria  a 
Anglaterra.

El meu projecte tracta sobre Ciències Naturals i les investigacions. El què he fet és adaptar 
tres temes del currículum anglès centrant-me sobretot en l’experimentació. Els temes són: 
L’aigua i  Les plantes, que ja es treballen a l’Escola, i n’he elaborat un de nou, Els Imants, 
per implantar-lo en un futur. 

Com ja he dit abans, les sessions de ciències comencen amb una pregunta oberta que 
porta a un diàleg entre mestra i  alumnes per obtenir-ne els coneixements previs,  seguit 
d’una sèrie d’activitats, algunes individuals, d’altres en grup. Quan s’introdueixen els temes 
de Coneixement del  Medi  en llengua anglesa, els alumnes ja han estudiat  anteriorment 
conceptes claus relacionats amb un tema concret  en català  o castellà.  Per  exemple,  a 
segon curs de Cicle Mitjà, els alumnes estudien l’Aigua, les seves propietats, els usos, els 
estats, el principi dels vasos comunicants, la distribució de l’aigua en una ciutat, en llengua 
catalana.  En castellà,  estudien les mescles,  homogènies i  heterogènies,  i  la  cuina i  les 
mescles. En anglès, treballen els processos d’erosió, transport i sedimentació que fa el riu 
durant els diferents cursos, i fan un experiment sobre la força de l’aigua, a més de comparar 
dos rius, el Llobregat i el Tàmesis.  Com que en anglès els infants no tenen la mateixa 
fluïdesa verbal que en les altres llengües, la mestra els ajuda en la construcció de frases 
relacionades amb el tema que es s’està fent i amb el vocabulari específic.

A les classes de Ciències Naturals que he observat, a The Croft Primary School, la mestra 
comença portant a terme una conversa amb tot el grup classe per repassar el que han fet 
anteriorment o per introduir un tema nou, i també ho fa amb una pregunta oberta. Després 
acostumen a treballar en grups per dur a terme la investigació del tema que estan  estudiant 
i acaben amb una posada en comú per després fer un petit control del tema.
 
A  part  de  les  classes  de  Ciències,  els  infants  i  els  pares  participen  quinzenalment  en 
l’elaboració de petites investigacions a casa. Aquells infants els pares dels quals no els 
poden ajudar,  ho fan al  migdia amb la mestra  assistant encarregada. El  resultat  de les 
investigacions i  els treballs són exposats a l’Escola.  A més a més, l’Escola ofereix una 
classe  extraescolar  de  Ciències  -en  què  es  fan  investigacions  que  duren  una  o  dues 
sessions-,  duta  a  terme  per  una  mestra  de  l’Escola,  per  tal  d’estimular  una  inquietud 
científica entre els alumnes. 

A l’escola Hayes Meadow, a part de fer el mateix que a The Croft, els alumnes d’Y6 reben 
unes classes de Ciències d’un professor  de secundària al segon trimestre. 

Els alumnes de les escoles angleses que he observat, experimenten i manipulen molt més 
que no pas els alumnes de les nostres escoles. Per una banda, el currículum de les escoles 
angleses és molt més tancat: només una de les mestres dels tres nivells que vaig poder 
observar,  tot  i  seguir  el  currículum,  introduïa  un  material  diferent  per  ampliar  o 
complementar el tema que estaven treballant. Però per altra banda el currículum planteja 
força investigacions, totes elles molt ben estructurades.
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1.2.Objectius

Els objectius que pretenc assolir són:

• Incloure algunes de les sessions que he preparat dins de l’àrea de Medi Natural en 
llengua anglesa per a les classes segon i quart de primària, amb la finalitat d’ampliar 
el que ja s’està fent.

• Millorar  l’àrea  de  Medi  Natural  en  els  altres  dues  llengües,  català  i  castellà, 
especialment pel que fa a la investigació.

•  Augmentar l’interès dels infants per aprendre Ciències a través de la investigació.  
 

El per què de les investigacions

Després d’haver vist l’actitud dels alumnes anglesos quan inventiguen, crec que els nostres 
infants se’n poden beneficiar, perquè el resultat és positiu.

Les investigacions han de ser activitats motivadores, han d’encoratjar els infants a treballar 
plegats, és a dir, a parlar entre ells, a escoltar-se i a reflexionar sobre el que han fet. Cal 
partir sempre dels coneixements previs dels alumnes. També han d’aprendre a justificar les 
respostes i comprendre que, dels errors, sempre se n’aprèn.  

1.3.Aspectes metodològics. Previsió de la implementació per al curs 
2006-2007

Les sessions que he preparat s’hauran d’incloure dins dels temes que ja es treballen a 
l’escola i  seguint la metodologia que ja s’està utilitzant.  És a dir,  cal  començar per una 
pregunta oberta; establir un diàleg mestre-alumne per tal d’encoratjar els infants, conduir el 
tema o reconduir-lo si s’escau; i potenciar el diàleg entre alumnes per tal que aprenguin els 
uns dels altres. Es pretén que els infants se sentin protagonistes del que fan i se’ls ensenya 
a descriure, justificar i argumentar. Davant de les investigacions, plantegem als alumnes el 
que tenen davant seu, què fan, què passa, per què passa i, si cal, quines coses canviarien 
per tal que el s’està fent surti millor. Sempre que es pot, s’utilitza una de les hores en què hi 
ha dues mestres a l’aula per tal de dividir el grup i poder fer que tothom hi participi.  

Espero  que  algunes  de  les  sessions  que  he  preparat  s’incloguin  dins  dels  temes   ja 
existents: Les plantes a segon de Primària i L’Aigua a quart de Primària durant el curs 2006-
2007.  El  tercer  tema,  Els Imants,  confio  es  pugui  dur  a terme quan l’Escola ho cregui 
convenient.
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1.4.Conclusions

Valoro molt positivament tant les classes de Ciències que he observat, com les classes de 
Llengua castellana que he impartit. A les classes de Ciències, primer vaig fer d’espectadora, 
després vaig ajudar els alumnes que tenien dubtes o aquells que tenien més dificultats. 
Haig de dir que l’escola em va permetre participar en les sortides i assistir a altres classes 
tant   d’  observadora com d’ajudant.  També em van fer sentir  una més del claustre en 
convidar-me a altres activitats escolars, com ara la  Pantomime per Nadal o al  sopar de 
mestres. Tot i que a l’escola tenia un horari que em permetia entrar i sortir abans, sempre 
em vaig quedar tot el dia, la qual cosa em va facilitar la integració. 

Pel que fa a les classes de Castellà, no totes les escoles tenien la mateixa predisposició. A 
The Croft, potser perquè volen ser una escola més capdavantera, es prenien les classes de 
castellà més seriosament i se seguia sempre l’horari establert. També és veritat que només 
feia classes de trenta minuts a quatre grups, la qual cosa facilita que no es produeixin tants 
canvis. A l’escola Hayes Meadow feia classes a tots els cursos, i com que hi ha alumnes de 
dos nivells en totes les classes, i feia classes més curtes, per un cantó de vegades tenia 
classes amb la meitat dels alumnes o bé una de les classes només tenia una durada de 
quinze minuts. Els vaig suggerir la possibilitat de fer menys classes, però que tinguessin una 
durada mínima de trenta minuts, però no vaig obtenir-ne cap resposta. Tant a l’escola The 
Croft com a Hayes Meadow era el segon anys que feien castellà; en canvi, a l’escola The 
Chancel era el primer i només tenen alumnes fins a Y3, el curs escolar 2006-2007 passaran 
d’Infant School a Primary School. El fet de tenir menys nivells em va permetre fer classes de 
trenta minuts a quasi tots els cursos. En aquesta escola també vaig fer classe a deu pares i 
mares i als seus fills durant set setmanes. Va ser un tast, però crec que els pares en van 
quedar contents i amb ganes de continuar-ho l’any vinent.

A  The Croft els vaig suggerir que, si tenien una mestra del Departament d’Ensenyament, 
fessin dues sessions de Llengua Castellana a la setmana per tal  d’assolir  uns resultats 
millors. D’altra banda, a  Hayes Meadow vaig suggerir-los que es plantegessin fer menys 
nivells, però d’una durada de trenta minuts. 

Personalment, valoro molt posititvament els vuit mesos ha Anglaterra, perquè m’ha permès 
conèixer una altra manera de treballar, m’han proporcionat nous coneixements d’aplicació i 
m’han permès aprofundir en el coneixement de la llengua.
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2. Unitats de programació dissenyades
2.1. Plants

2.1.1.material per al professorat
2.1.1.1.Guia didàctica

Science planning                 PLANTS

Lesson 1      Living or non-living

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/ grammar Resources

. To know that plants are 
living things

. To use drawings to 
record their observation 

.  Tell  the  students  to  sort  out  the  following  things  in  two 
groups:  2 real plants, 1 artificial plant, a toy car, a ball,  a 
pen, a book, a ruler, a pencil case...
. Ask them why they have done this classification and what 
the main differences are. 
.  Introduce  the  words  living  and  non-living.  Show  the 
students an object and ask them: is it a living or non-living 
thing?
. Ask them why they think a plant is a living thing.
. Recall previous knowledge.   
. Then make them draw the pictures on the activity 1 sheet. 

Living, non-living, 

Why, because

. Real plants, artificial 
plant, toy car, ball, pen, 
book.
. Activity 1
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Science planning       PLANTS

Lesson 2     Parts of a Plant

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary Resources

. To learn the parts of the 
plant

. Bring two plants to the class and ask them to look at them 
accurately and to describe them.     
. While asking a few questions introduce the names of the 
parts of the plant. 
.  What’s  the name of  this  plant? What  colour  are  the 
leaves? Can leaves have different colour? Which ones? 
. Ask a couple of pupils to help you to wash the roots from 
one plant. Ask them why they think you are doing it.  Repeat 
the words several times. 
 . Ask a pupil to come next to the plant and while you say the 
names of the parts of the plant, the pupil points at each part. 
Repeat this several times. After, you point and the pupil say 
the words.
. Introduce the written words. While pupils say the words, you 
show them the flash card with the written word.  Repeat  it 
several times. Leave the words on the board next to a picture 
of a plant.
. Put a real plant in the middle of their tables. 
. Make them draw the plant and label it.
          

. Stem, root, flower, leaf, 
bud, stalk, similar, different, 
above, below

. Several real plants, 
bowl, water, a jug, 
photographs of parts of 
the plant, words on 
cards,
. Activity 2
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Science planning      PLANTS

Lesson 3       Previous ideas

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary Resources

. To review previous 
knowledge
 

. Review the vocabulary introduced the previous lesson.

. Recall previous knowledge and repeat in English what they 
say in Catalan, afterwards write a few sentences on the 
board and illustrate them if possible.
 Make them copy the sentences and pictures on Activity 3.

Children may come up with sentences like these:
Plants have leaves and flowers. 
Leaves can be green, yellow, brown or red. 
Flowers can be red, yellow, blue...  
The parts of a plant are: leaf, stem, flowers and roots.
Plants need water to grow. 
Water is transported through the stem to other parts of the 
plant. 
We eat plants.

You can also help them by asking some questions like: What 
are the parts of a plant? What colour are the leaves? Are 
plants living or non-living things? How do you know? Do 
humans eat plants?

.grow, feed, reproduce, 
need,  transported, dead, 
alive, why, because

.  Activity  3
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Science planning           PLANTS

                                                                                            Lesson   4       Does a plant need leaves?

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

. To know that plants 
need leaves to grow well

. To know that some 
plants will dye  when 
carrying out  an 
investigation

. 

. To measure specified 
volumes of water

. To know that plants 
need water, but not 
unlimited
water.

.Begin the lesson by asking the children what they remember 
from the previous lessons. Elicit if necessary.
.Tell  them  that  today,  they  are  going  to  carry  out  an 
investigation to find out if  plants need leaves to grow well. 
Write on the board,   Do plants need leaves to grow well ? 
and ask them what they could do in order to find out. 
Put two plants of the same species in front of them and write 
their suggestions on the board. Share their ideas and make a 
decision as a class to remove the leaves from one plant. Ask 
some pupils to help you to remove the leaves.
Decide with the children where the plants will be placed to 
carry out a fair test. Ask them: Can we put one plant on a 
windowsill and the other on a table in the corner? Why?
Can  both plants receive a different amount of water? 
Why?

Ask the children whether the plants will need water in order 
to grow well.  How much water  they need,   How they can 
measure the amount of water,  what happens if  we do not 
give the same quantity of water. Ask for their ideas. 
Then, show them the syringes and beakers and decide the 
quantity of  water  they think will  be needed and how often 
they will have to water the plants. Reach an agreement.
We will water the plants, 250/ 300ml every 3 days.
We will water the plants once a week.  

Remove, measure, height, 
receive, water, quantity, 
amount, grow, tall, green, 
yellow, pale, thin, weak, 
straight, stem, leaves

Comparative: tall, taller, 
tallest, thin, thinner, similar, 
different from

Why? Because

Future tense

Ruler, centimetre, 
Activity 4 and 5 

Two similar plants

Plastic syringes, a 
beaker of water
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. To use drawings to 
record
their observation.

. Ask them to draw both plants to record how these plants 
look at the beginning of their investigation. Children will have 
to  draw  the  plants  every  week  in  order  to  follow  their 
investigation. After three or four week  they should be able to 
realize that plants need leaves to grow well.

Children may come up with  sentences like:

Plant 1 grew more than plant 2.
Plant 1 is taller than plant 2. 
Plant 1 with leaves grew 3cm, plant 2 grew 1cm.
Plant 1 grew better than plant 2 because it had leaves.
Plants grow better when they have leaves.

13



Science planning        PLANTS

Lesson   5           Measure the plants

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

. To measure the height 
of plants

. Ask them how can they measure both plants. After listening 
to their ideas, show the pupils how to do it  by placing the 
ruler at the base of the stem and measuring up to the highest 
point.  Ask  children  to  measure   the  plant  in  pairs   and 
complete the first cell on their sheet and tell them they will 
have to measure in the same way each time.

. Review the vocabulary and ideas introduced the previous 
lessons. 

It is 12 cm tall

.

 Rulers, Activity 5
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Science planning      PLANTS

Lesson   6             Does a plant need air?

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

.To know that plants need 
air to live.

. To plan an investigation

. Begin the lesson by showing the children two small plants in 
two jars and ask them what they think we are going to find 
out. Show them the lids too. Ask them for ideas.
. Ask them: What do you think will happen if we screw the 
lid of one jar? What will happen if we screw the lids of 
both jars? Can you explain why this will happen? How 
do you know?
. Give children a copy of activity 6 and 6a and ask them to 
complete it. Help them if necessary.
. Ask children what they will have to do in order to make a fair 
test. Collect their suggestions, children should come up with 
sentences like:    
. We have to water the plants with the same amount of water, 
  We have to put the jars together on the same windowsill 
and observe what happened.
. Give them activity 7
. Then, make them draw both jars on week 1. They will have 
to carry on observing and drawings for some weeks.

Alive, dead, thin, weak, 
straight/ bend, screw, need

Two jars with a plant 
with soil inside.
One lid 
Activity 6, 6a  and 7
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Science planning       PLANTS

Lesson   7         Does a plant need light?

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

 . That plants require light 
to remain healthy

 . That plants change in 
appearance if they do not 
receive light

. Ask the children whether they think that light is important for 
plants to stay healthy. Listen to their ideas and discuss. Take 
the children to the playground and decide what they can do 
to find out.  Discuss their  ideas and ask them if  it  has not 
come up yet,  what will  happen if  we cover the grass. Ask 
some children to put the bricks or a plank of wood on top of a 
piece  of  grass.  Discus  what  may  happen  to  the  grass 
bellow?
Come back to the classroom and make them draw what they 
did outside.
.  To  carry  out  the  investigation  inside,  you  need  4  or  5 
shoeboxes, 4 or 5 saucers, cotton wool and birdseed. Ask 
the children to put some cotton wool in the saucer and add 
water. After that, they place the seeds on the cotton wool and 
cover the saucers with the shoeboxes. One of the boxes has 
one hole, the other two and the third none. One saucer must 
be kept uncovered.
Ask the children where they think they can put the saucers 
and the boxes to carry out the same investigation but inside. 
Put the saucers with the boxes where the children believe it 
is the best place. Ask them about how much water they will 
need.
  Do activity 8 and 8a.

Cover, grass, pale, yellow, 
healthy/unhealthy, weak, 
strong, seeds, light, dark.

 Bricks, plank of wood, 
bird seed, shoe boxes, 
cotton wool, saucers
 
Activity 8, and 8a 
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Next week go outside with the children to find out what has 
happened. 
Ask them questions like:
What do you think has happened to the grass? 
What colour is the grass now? It is yellow, it is pale.
How are the leaves? The leaves are weak; they are thinner 
than the green leaves. Why? Because they had no light.
Make them draw what has happened.

Look at  the  seeds and observe the changes.  Discuss  the 
changes and decide if their predictions were correct.
Observe the growth of the seeds for a few weeks. Water the 
seeds. Discuss the results. Ask them to describe what the 
seedlings look like.

Children should produce sentences like:

. The seeds in box 1 grew taller than in box 2 (because there 
was lighter, because of the light).
. The seeds in box 1 grew the tallest because they had the 
most light.
. The seeds in box 3 died because they had no light.
. Seeds grow towards the light.  
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Science planning      PLANTS

Lesson    8        Does temperature affect plants?

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

 . That temperature can 
affect plant growth

.  Ask  the  children  whether  they  think  that  temperature  is 
important for plants to stay healthy. Listen to their ideas and 
discuss.
.  Ask  them where  they  could  put  the  trays  and how they 
could find out the temperature in that particular place. 
.  Send  the  children  to  measure  the  temperature  to  some 
places in the school and also in the classroom and decide 
afterwards the best places.
. Remind them that they will need to water each tray with the 
same amount of water every 3 days and measure the height 
of the seedlings every week. 

Children should produce sentences like:

Cress grows faster in warmer places.
Cress grew less in cooler places.
At .....ºC cress grew more than at......ºC. 
The temperature in the classroom is .....ºC
The temperature in the playground is.....ºC

Cold, cool, warm, hot  Four or five trays of 
cress.
Thermometers
Rulers
Resource activity 10
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Science planning     PLANTS

Lesson   9      Making a poster

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

 . The teacher can go to the ICT room to watch and do with 
the children the activities in:
 www.topmarks.co.uk/interacive.aspx-l, (Primary Resources) 
science  sites,  Plants  need  light  and  water  to  grow.  This 
activity can be done as a starter or as a closing activity.

During the previous lessons the teacher has to take pictures 
of the students doing their investigations and other activities 
in class and around the school, in order to make a poster in 
groups with their pictures and a few sentences or key words 
to explain what they have learned during these lessons.
Children may need a couple of sessions to make the posters 
and one more to explained them to the rest of the classroom.
Make  them complete  Activity  11  while  the  groups  explain 
their poster.

 . www.primary 
resources.co.uk/ 
(science)

. Cardboard, pencil 
crayons, felt tip pens, 
scissors, glue.
Activity 11
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At the end of this unit

Most children will: Recognise that plants provide food for humans and other animals, and that plants need light, water and 
warmth and healthy leaves, roots and stems in order to grow well; make careful measurements of volumes 
of water and height of plants and recognise that in experiments and investigations a number of plants need 
to be used to provide reliable evidence.

Some children will not have made 
so much progress and will:

Recognise that plants need light, warmth and water to grow and make some measurement of the height of  
plants

Some children will have 
progressed further and will also:

Explain why leaves, stem, light, warmth, water and air are needed for plants to grow healthy.
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2.1.1.2.Teoria

Plants

Plants are living things. They provide food for humans and others animals. Plants need light, 
water and warmth and healthy leaves, roots and stem in order to grow well. They also need 
minerals and air.
The part of a plant are: stem, roots, leaves, and flowers. Every part of the plant has a job to 
do. Leaves make food, the stem carries water, and the flowers make seeds.
Seeds contain everything that a plant has: leaves, stem, roots and food. Seeds also need 
air, water, and the right temperature. As soon as the leaves are out,  they catch sunlight to 
make food. Roots grow into the ground to absorb water and food from the earth. Leaves are 
made up of a blade and stalk. Every leaf has its own shape and   colour. Leaves get their 
green colour from the chlorophill.
Plants can also provide us lots of different every day things, such as furniture, clothes or 
corks.

Glossary

Blade   the flat surface oa a leaf, which is used to catch sunlight for photosynthesis.

Chlorophyll   the green chemical in a leaf that absorbs sunlight to make food.

Flower   the part of a plant taht protects fertilized seeds.

Leaf   the part of a plant that makes food.

Minerals   substances that are found naturally in soil, which a plant needs to grow.

Nutrients   the useful bits found in food, which animals and plants need to stay healthy.

Root   the part of a plant that grows underground, anchoring the plant and taking in water  
and minerals.

Seed   a case that contains everything needed to grow a new plant, plus food.

Stem   usually the main part of a plant, on which leaves grow. Stems carry water and food  
around the plant.(1)

(1) Extret de Plants. Fleur Star.DK Eye Wonder
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2.1.1.3.Mapa de continguts

stem

Plants

Living things 

leavesWater Soil Air  Sunlight roots flowers

need have

are
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2.1.1.4.Seqüenciació

Tema: Plants
Àrea: anglès, medi natural
Nivell: 2n de primària
Durada: 15 sessions ( 3 sessions setmanals) aproximadament.

Plants

Lesson 1       Living and non-living 1 hour

Lesson 2       Parts of a plant 1 hour

Lesson 3       Recall previous ideas 1 hour

Lesson 4        Does a plant need leaves? 2 hours

Lesson 5        Measure the plants 1 hour

Lesson 6        Does a plant need air? 1 hours

Lesson 7        Does a plant need light? 2 hours

Lesson 8        Does temperature affect plants? 1 hour

Lesson 9        Making a poster 3 hours
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2.1.2.Material per a l’alumnat

Activity 1

                            Draw the objects in the correct box

          
                   Living                     Non-living
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Activity 2

                                What plants need to grow well
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Activity 3

                                        Draw and label

           Stem          leaves          roots            flower         branch
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Activity 4

                                               Does a plant need leaves?

What we needed What we did
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What we predicted What happened
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Activity 5

Observation of two plants

Week 1 Plant 1 Plant 2 Week 2 Plant 1 Plant 2

Height, cm Height, cm

Colour of leaves Colour of leaves

Colour of stem Colour of stem

Draw Draw
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Activity 6

                                               Does a plant need air?

What we needed What we did
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What we predicted What happened
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Activity 7

Does a plant need air?

Draw Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
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Activity 8

                                               Does a plant need light?

What we needed What we did
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What we predicted What happened
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Activity 9

                                               Does temperature affect plants?

What we needed What we did
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What we predicted What happened
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Activity 10

Does temperature affect plants?

Trays     Where/ temperature        Height of plant at start      Height of plant at finish

Tray 1

Tray 2

Tray 3

Tray 4
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Activity 11

Topic ideas Clear Group work

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5
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branch

branches

leaves

plant

need

grow

water

leaf
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tall

taller

short

shorter

long

longer

weak

weaker
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stem

roots

stalk

flower
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2.2.Water
2.2.1.Material per al professorat

2.2.1.1.Guia didàtica

Science planning        WATER

Lesson 1       What you know about water

Objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

. To know the 
characteristic features of 
the solid and liquid 
states of matter.

. Show the students some pictures of rivers, seas, and 
snowed mountains, icebergs... and ask them what they 
think they are going to be studying. Elicit and give new 
vocabulary when necessary.
. Bring several different containers with liquid inside, to 
make them realize  that  water  takes  the  shape  of  its 
container.
 Make them describe what they see in the pictures, later 
make them write it down or draw. 

Children may come up with sentences like: 

We can find water in seas, rivers or oceans.
There is snow and ice up in the mountains.
Snow is white.
Water is clear.
Rivers carry water. 
Some rivers are polluted and others are clean.
Water takes the shape of its container.
People can lie on water because water pushes up and 
makes you float

. Sea, river, ocean, liquid, solid, 
ice, freeze, melt., clear, runny, 
float 

There is...

. Photos of  rivers, sea, 
snow mountains, ice,
different shaped 
containers
. Activity 1
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Science planning     WATER

Lesson 2       Sorting out materials

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

 
. To sort out materials as 
solids  liquids and gases

. Tell the students that they are going to sort out the following 
materials  in  two groups,  solids  or  liquids.  Show them the 
items and introduce new vocabulary if necessary.
Orange  juice,   book,  ice,  honey,  sugar,  milk,  oil,  chalk, 
rubber, water, chocolate, scissors, ruler, pencil...  Afterwards 
present   some items,  one  by  one  and  ask  questions  like 
these: 

What is this? It is chalk.  
Is chalk hard or soft? It is hard 
Can you give me the scientific name to describe this?
... Solid, chalk is a solid
What is this? It is a bottle of water
Can you give me the scientific name to describe water?
Water is a liquid.

Then  let  the  children  carry  on  the  activity  on  their  own. 
Correct once finished. Then show them a balloon and pump 
it up in front of them. Ask them what it is inside. Ask them 
what air is. Tell them that air is a gas.

. Hard, soft, light, heavy, 
rigid, solid, liquid, gas 
runny, air

 . Orange juice, book, 
table, ice, honey, sugar, 
milk, oil, chalk, scissors 
rubber, water, pencil, 
chocolate, ruler,
. Activity 2
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. Tell the children how they could represent the  3 states. Ask 
them why they have represented them in different ways. 
After that, show them how they are represented in the 
website. 
This lesson could be done in the ICT room, to be able to 
show them how the states can be represented.

. Primary Resources for 
interactive whiteboards, 
science sites, websites, 
Gases, liquids and 
solids.
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                                                                                        Science planning    WATER

                                                                                                   Lesson 3        Evaporation

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

 . That water evaporates 
under certain conditions.

 That when water 
evaporates it remains in 
the air as a vapour or gas

.  Bring the resources for  this investigation,  introduce them 
and ask the children: What do you think  we are trying to 
find out? What do you think will happen?  What will you 
measure? How will you measure? Then write Evaporation 
on the blackboard and explain what they are trying to find 
out. Children start activity 3, then  you do the experiment.
Pour some water on the frying pan and heat it.  The frying 
pan  should  be  hot  enough  to  make  the  water  sizzle  and 
evaporate quickly.
Ask the children: Where is the water now? In the air.
How has it got there? The water boiled 
So water has evaporated, it has changed into vapour (gas). 
The water has disappeared, because we cannot see it, but it 
is in the room as vapour or gas.
Children finish activity 3

Evaporate, evaporation, 
vapour, water vapour, heat, 
pour, disappear, bubbles, 
sizzle

 Frying pan, cooker, a 
jug with water

Activity 3
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Science planning      WATER

Lesson 4      Evaporation

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

 . That when materials 
dry, evaporation takes 
place

Ask the children what happens to the water left in a puddle 
after it has been raining, does it disappear like the water in 
the  frying  pan? Yes,  so  does  water  have  to  boil  to 
evaporate? No.  Children  should  realise  that  water 
evaporates at all temperatures.
Ask the children if they can think of other situations whether 
evaporation takes place.
Examples: After you have been swimming, the water on your 
body evaporates, the water on your hair too. We can use a 
hair dryer or let the air and heat dry our hair.
We can dry our hands with a hand dryer. 
Wet clothes are let to dry on a drying line or in a tumble dryer
Discuss their ideas with the children and make them draw 
them.

Puddle, temperature, wind, 
blow, heat, hairdryer, 
tumble dryer

 Activity 4
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Science planning      WATER

Lesson 5        Boiling point

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

. That the boiling point of  
pure water is 100ºC, and 
that beyond that point,  
further heating does not 
result in any further rise in 
temperature.  

. Tell the children that they are going to fill in the chart to find 
out the boiling point of water. Give them activity 5.
. Fill the pan with water and put it on the stove. Ask a child to 
take the temperature of  the water  and tell  the  rest  of  the 
class to write it down. Tell them that you are going to heat 
the water gently and that they will have to enter the time and 
temperature every minute for several minutes, until it reaches 
10  ºC.  Do  not  remove  the  thermometer.  Read  out  the 
temperature and let the children write it down. 
After that, transfer their readings on to a graph. 

When they have finished ask them: What does this line on 
the  graph  tell? It  tells  the  temperature  of  water  as  it  is 
heated.

Ask them to predict how the line on the graph will continue 
and  then  put  again  the  pan  on  the  stove  and  bring  the 
temperature up to 10ºC and carry on rising the temperature 
until  90ºC. Children extend their graphs and compare their 
prediction with the results appeared. 
Ask them to predict what will happen at 100ºC, accept their 
predictions without saying which are right or wrong. Leave 
the water boiling for a few minutes and measure again the 
temperature of the water, stop and leave time for the children 

. Thermometer, boiling 
point, Celsius

 Activity 5, thermometer, 
pan, stove, timer
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to update their graphs. The line should go up to 100ºC and 
then become horizontal.
Discuss with the children that pure water boils at 100ºC and it 
is  called  the  boiling  point,  once  boiling  point  is  reached, 
further heating will not make it hotter.

Ask them:  What is happening to water? What  can you 
see?  Does  water  change? Yes,  it  changes  into  water 
vapour; it changes from liquid to gas. 
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Science planning      WATER

Lesson 6          Where is the perfume?

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

 . That water and other 
liquids evaporate at 
different rates 

.  Bring some bottles with different  liquids,  water,  perfume, 
petrol and fingernail polish. 
Spray some perfume in the air and ask them:
Where is the perfume?  In the air, it has evaporated, we 
cannot  see  it  but  we  can  smell  it.  What  we  smell  is  the 
vapour. Vapour has not colour. 
Ask the children that they are going to find out which liquid 
evaporates first and ask them what they could do in order to 
find out. Ask them to predict which liquid will evaporate first. 
Every group should have a different liquid. Remind them if it 
has not  come up that the quantities,  containers and place 
must be the same in order to carry on a fair test. 
Ask them how they could show the quantity of liquid that has 
diminished. (marking the containers, weighing the liquids).
Children should complete the table  during the following days 
and find out if their predictions were right. 

 

Perfume, petrol, fingernail 
polish, saucers, smell

Water, perfume, petrol, 
fingernail polish, 
saucers, container
Activity 6
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Science planning           WATER

Lesson 7        Condensation

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

. That condensation is the 
changing of gas or 
vapour into a liquid.

. Bring a kettle and place it by the window once is boiling, 
and ask them what they see coming out of the kettle and on 
the  window.  Children  may  answer:  vapour,  steam,  water 
vapour, water. Ask them to imagine they are having a shower 
in the bathroom in winter and ask them:  What happens to 
the hot water?  It  evaporates,  What can you see on the 
mirror  and  on  the  walls? Water  vapour,  so  first  water 
evaporates  and  then  condensates.  When  water  vapour 
condenses, it turns into a liquid. Steam turns back into tiny 
water droplets. 
. Tell the children to breath on to a mirror and ask them what 
happens. Condensation must be seen on the mirror when the 
air comes in contact with a cooler surface.
. Ask the children to draw the things we did in the classroom.
If  there  is  time ask  the children if  they can think of  other 
situations  where  condensation  takes  place.  If  they  cannot 
think of any, bring a tin in a camping fridge and ask them to 
observe the condensation on it  when a voluntary takes out 
the tin. 
.  Glasses  steam  up  with  condensation  when  you  come 
indoors on a cold day.

Condensation, condense, 
water vapour, humid, 
humidity, mirror, steam, 
water droplets

 Some pictures of 
condensation
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Science planning        WATER

Lesson 8        Condensation

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

 . To make careful  
observation and draw 
conclusions
. To construct a fair test 

 

.  Tell  the  children  that  they  are  going  to  carry  on  an 
investigation  to  find  out  how  condensation  is  formed. 
Introduce the resources and ask them what do they think will 
happen. Make them do activity 8 and then in groups do the 
experiment.  Children  have  to  pour  warm  water  in  the 
container, and then put the cling film covering the container 
and an ice cub on the cling film. Droplets of water must be 
formed on the inside of the film where the ice is. 
Ask them:  Why are droplets of water formed? Because 
water evaporates (turns into gas) and gas turns into water 
droplets when it gets in contact with a cold surface.

Make the children do activity 9 where they have to draw what 
they did, label and write a few sentences. 

Cling film  . A clear-sided 
container, cling film, a 
jug, warm water, ice 
cubs. Activity 8 and 9
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Science planning        WATER

Lesson 9      Reversible and irreversible changes

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

. That melting, freezing, 
evaporation and 
condensation are 
reversible changes

. That there are some 
changes that are not 
reversible

 

. To explain connections 
between the words 
studied

. Ask children: Can ice change into water? Yes, by melting
Can water  change into ice? Yes,  by  freezing,  these are 
called reversible changes..
Can wheat change into flour? Yes, and Can flour change 
into wheat? No, this is called irreversible change. 
 Write both words on the board and ask the children to give 
some  more  examples.  Chocolate  melts  when  heated  and 
goes  hard  when  it  cools  down.   Wood  and  paper  when 
burned become ash.  Some ingredients  change completely 
when cooked, eggs, butter.  
Make  the  children  draw  some  reversible  and  irreversible 
changes on activity 10.
 Tell  them  to  think  about  evaporation  and  condensation. 
Some children may say that water changes into water vapour 
through evaporation, and water vapour changes into water 
through condensation. After, make them draw a diagram to 
represent these changes. Help them if necessary.

. Ask the children to read the words given in activity 11 and 
draw lines connecting the words to do a concept map.  Ask 
the children to give reasons when possible.  

. Reversible, irreversible, 
melting, freezing

Activity 10

Activity 11
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Science planning        WATER

Lesson 10       Revision

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

. To review the unit . Ask the children some questions such as the ones shown 
bellow to review this topic
 Is a pen a solid or liquid?
 Is water a liquid?
 Is ice a solid?
 Is orange juice a solid?
 Can chocolate become a liquid? When?
 Can water become a solid? When?
 What happens to water on a puddle? Where is the water 
now?
 What happens to water when heated?
 Does water have to boil to evaporate?
 What is the boiling point?
 What does ’freeze’ mean?
 What does ‘melt’ mean?
 What do you think will happen if we take an ice cube 
from the fridge? Why?
 What happens if we leave a liquid in an open container?
 Can anybody tell me an example of a reversible change?
 Can  anybody  tell  me  an  example  of  an  irreversible 
change?
. Make the children do activity 12

 . Activity 12
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Science planning               WATER

Lesson     11     Making a poster

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

 .  Children  take  pictures  of  themselves  doing  the 
investigations  in  groups  and  then,  they  make   a  poster 
describing the photographs.

 Cardboard, pencil 
crayons, felt tip pens, 
scissors, glue.
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At the end of this unit

Most children will:
 
Describe examples of the main processes associated with water changing state and recognise that these 
changes can be reversed; use patterns in data to make predictions.  

Some children will not have made 
so much progress and will:

Describe how to change water into ice and steam into water; describe a few examples where these 
changes occur

Some children will have 
progressed further and will also:

Explain how changing conditions affects processes such as evaporation and condensation, and give 
reasons for predictions
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2.2.1.2.Teoria i suport fotogràfic

Matter

All matter is composed of atoms. Atoms consist of a single nucleous surrounded by a cloud 
of electrons. When atoms approach one another closely, their  parts interact, and may bond 
together to form a molecule.

States

A quantity of matter may have seveal states(also known as phases), the most familiar being 
gas, liquid and solid.
Changes of state are not changes to the atoms or molecules themselves, but to the way in 
which they behave. In a gas,  the molecules are free to rush about in an energetic and  
ramdom way.  In solids they are regimentes,  or packed together,  and their  movemant is  
severly  restricted.  Liquids  are  in  an  intermediate  state  between  gases  and  solids:  the  
molecules have more freedom of movement tahn in a solid state, but a lot less tahn in a 
gaseous state.
Because these changes are physical, not chemical, the same element or compound may  
ocupy any of the three states. The most easily observed example is water, which solidifies  
when it is frozen and evaporates into a gaseous state when it it boiled; but in none of these  
states is the amount of energy present.  Energy is absorbed (in the form of heat)  when 
melting  or  evaoration  occur,  and  lost  (through  cooling)  when  condensation  or  freezing  
occurs.

 Evaporation

All substances hold some energy in the form of heat, which means their molecules move 
about at varying speeds. Most of the molecules in liquid water do not have enough energy  
and therefore speed to escape into a gaseous state. But some molecules on the surface of  
the liquid collide with others that have sufficient energy to knock them loose, so that they fly  
off. This contant escape of surface molecules is called evaporation.
Evaporation speeds up in proportion to temperature because the molecules move faster,  
more  energetically.  As  the  rise  in  temperature  approches  boiling  point  (100ºC)  some 
molecules below the surface also break free from those around them and form bubbles of  
vapour. These bubbles then rise to the surface, and the molecules insede escape into the 
air as vapour.
When liquid water turns to vapour, the water absorbs heat energy without any further rise in  
its temperature.

Condensation

When air containing water vapour cools, or comes into contact with cooler surfaces, the  
vapour may condense to form a visible mass of tiny droplets. On the ground, e.g. on grass  
or on plants, these droplets  form what we called dew. Just above the earth’s surface they  
form fog or mist. Higher in the atmosphere they gather into clouds. Each of these is the  
result of the same phenomenon – condensation.(1) 

(1)Extret de Teacher Background Information. Science Resource Files KS2
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Glossary

Celsius   scale for measuring temperature

Container   something that you can put things in – for example, a box or a jar

Condensate   when gas ( water vapour) changes into water

Droplet   very small drop

Evaporate   when liquid water changes into gas

Freeze   to change (a liquid) into a solid as a result of a reduction in temperature  
                             
Melt    to change (a solid) into a liquid as a result of action of heat

Temperature   how hot or cold something is

Thermometer   something that measures temperature 

Student Text

Water is usually a liquid. A liquid does not have a shape of its own. It takes the shape of its  
container. Water can also be a solid piece of ice and steam in the air.
Some water in the sea and in ivers evaporates. This means it changes into gas. You cannot  
see the gas in the air, but you can see the steam. Steam is made when water gas turns into  
tiny water droplets. (1)

(1) Extret de Water i Solids, Liquids and Gases. Angela Royston. Heinemann first Library  
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2.2.1.3.Mapa de continguts

WATER

Can be found 

State

solidliquid gas

Can change from

Liquid to gasGas to liquid

It is called It is called

evaporationcondensation
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2.2.1.4.Seqüenciació

Tema: Water
Àrea: Anglès. Medi Natural
Nivell: 4t de primària
Duració: 14 sessions ( 3 sessions setmanals) aproximadament

Water

Lesson 1          What do you know about water? 1 hour

Lesson 2          Sorting out materials 1 hour

Lesson 3          Evaporation: Our Scientific Investigation 1 hour

Lesson 4          Evaporation 1 hour

Lesson 5          Boiling Point 1 hour

Lesson 6          Where is the perfume? 2 hours

Lesson 7         Condensation 1 hour

Lesson 8         Condensation: Our scientific investigation 1 hour

Lesson 9         Reversible and Irreversible changes 2 hours

Lesson 10       Revision 1 hour

Lesson 11       Making a poster 2 hours
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2.2.2.Material per a l’alumnat

Activity 1

What you know about water
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Activity 1

Where  we can  find water

How we can find water
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Activity 2

Draw and label

States

Solid Liquid Gas

Represent the states

solid liquid gas
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Activity 3

What we needed

What we did

What we predicted

What happened
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Activity 4

Examples of evaporation
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Activity 5

Measuring water temperature

Time 1 minutes ....   minutes ..... minutes ..... minutes ..... minutes ......minutes 
.

....minutes ......minutes

Temperature
Degrees  
Celsius
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Activity 6

Evaporation of liquids

Day Time Water (ml) Perfume (ml) Fingernail polish (ml) Petrol (ml)

My prediction
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Activity 7

What we needed

What we did

What we predicted

What happened
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Activity 8

What we needed

What we did
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What we predicted

What happened
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Activity 8

Melting ice

Water   Number of 
Ice cubes: 

Number of 
Ice cubes:

Number of 
Ice cubes:

Number of 
Ice cubes:

Temperature 
Degrees 
Celsius
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Activity 9

Draw what happened

Write your conclusion
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Activity 10

Reversible and irreversible changes
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Activity 11

Concept map

Water            evaporate             condensate               liquid             gas              solid 

                  water vapour                   ice                       melt                          freeze
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Activity 12

Read the sentences. They are    True or false

True/ T False/ F

1. A pencil is a solid

2. Water boils at 100ºC 

3. Water is a liquid
 

4. Ice is a solid

5. Liquid turns into a solid when evaporating

6. Hot chocolate is a solid

7. Water only evaporates when it is hot
 

8. Water evaporates when it is hot or cold

9. Air is a gas

10. Water takes the shape of its container
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2.3.Magnets
2.3.1.Material per al professorat

2.3.1.1.Guia didàtica

                                                                                        Science planning              MAGNETS 

Lesson 1      Magnetic  and non-magnetic

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

.To make  and test 
predictions about whether 
materials are magnetic or 
non-magnetic

.That magnets attract 
some metals but no 
others

. Give out each group a tray with the following items: metal 
paper  clip,  eraser,  cork,  plastic  ruler,  drink  can,  paper, 
plasticine, key, aluminium foil, food can, pencil, steel cutlery.
Show them the objects  and introduce the new vocabulary 
when necessary. Repeat this several times. Afterwards, tell 
the children:  Can you classify these objects into groups? 
After a few minutes, stop them and ask some groups to tell 
the rest of the class their classification and ask them  Why 
they have done this classification. Make them do Activity 1. 
The children draw the objects and write the names.
After that, show them a magnet while introducing the word 
and ask them:  How can you use the magnet to classify 
these objects? Explain how a magnet works if the children 
do not  know.  Before  giving  a  magnet  to  each group,  ask 
them:  Can you classify these objects in two groups? . 
Write on the board magnetic and non-magnetic. Which ones 
do you think they are magnetic? Ask the children to do or 
change  the  classification  they  did  before  and  then  make 
them  do  Activity  2.  First,  the  children  have  to  fill  in  the 
prediction  column then  give  them  a  magnet  per  group  to 
complete the activity. After about 10 minutes, ask the 

Paper clip, cork, can, key, 
aluminium foil, steel, fork, 
spoon, plasticine, metal, 
magnet, magnetic, non-
magnetic

 Metal paper clips, 
eraser, cork, plastic 
ruler, drink can, paper, 
plasticine, key, drawing 
pins, aluminium foil, 
food can, pencil, steel 
cutlery.
Magnets
Activity 1, 2
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children: What did you find out? 
What do you notice about the non-magnetic group?
Children should say that some non-magnetic materials are 
metal,  then  ask  them:  What  do  you  notice  about  the 
objects in the magnetic group? That  all  the objects  are 
made of metal.

Magnetic: iron key, paper clip, drawing pin, steel spoon, steel 
food can, scissors.

Non-magnetic: aluminium soft-drink can, aluminium foil, cork, 
plastic ruler, eraser, paper, pencil, plasticine, brass key
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Science planning        MAGNETS

Lesson 2       Uses of magnets

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

.  That  magnets  have 
many practical uses

. Start the lesson with a revision of what you did the previous 
day. Make the children talk about the objects they worked 
with, show them one object and ask them: Is cork magnetic 
or non-magnetic?  Do the same with the rest. They can do 
activity 3 as reinforcement.
Show  the  children  a  type  of  magnet  and  ask  them:  Can 
anybody think of something that uses a magnet? or
What can we use magnets for?
Elicit the answer and help them when necessary.
Magnets can be used for: travel games (magnetic draughts, 
chess, ludo), toy train wagons, fishing game, fridge magnets, 
door catches (kitchen doors), magnetic cranes ( for sorting 
materials), needle catchers, purse lockers, compass needle, 
magnetic  memo  holders,  belts,  metal  detectors,  vending 
machines, credit cards.
Make the children do activity  4.  They can draw and write 
some of the uses of magnets and make a poster in groups of 
the uses of magnets for displayed.

Travel games, fridge 
magnets, 

 Activity 3

 Photos, activity 4, 
poster
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Science planning          MAGNETS

Lesson 3       Pull or Push

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

. That forces are required 
to enable children to start, 
stop,  speed  up,  slow 
down,  change  direction, 
and  that  their  bodies 
(muscles)  supply  these 
forces
. That forces are required 
to propel objects
. That objects, including 
their own bodies, are 
pulled down by gravity

. Ask two children to come to the front of the class and ask 
one  to  push  the  other.  Then  ask  the  class:  What  is  Bet 
doing?  She is pushing Marc,  Which parts of the body is 
she using? And Marc? Then ask Marc to pull Bet and ask: 
What  is  Marc  doing?  Which  parts  of  the  body  is  he 
moving? And Bet? Then ask the children to do the same in 
pairs for a few seconds. Ask them to fell the force and tell 
them that  the  force  they  feel  is  the  resisting  of  the  other 
person. Tell them that pushes and pulls are forces. Ask one 
of the children to fall and ask the class: Why has he fallen?
Because of gravity. Tell  the children that gravity is a force 
that pulls things dawn.

Draw some sketches on the board of two children; draw two 
arrows  showing  the  direction  of  the  forces.  Use  different 
colours for the arrows. Write the words push and pull on the 
arrows.

Then ask the children if  they can think of  other  situations 
where pushes and pulls are used. Can anybody think of a 
situation when we use a pull or a push? 

Push, pull, push away, pull 
towards, force, direction, 
gravity 

 Activity 5
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Elicit the answers and help them when necessary.
Pulling my school bag. Pulling or pushing a suitcase or
trolley. Pushing or kicking a ball. Pushing and pulling a door. 
Pressing a switch. Throwing a ball.
Ask the children to draw on Activity 5 your sketches and the 
situations  above  mention  with  the  arrows  showing  the 
direction of the forces.
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Science planning        MAGNETS

Lesson 4      Forces between magnets

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

.  That  there  are  forces 
between magnets
.  That  magnets  can 
attract  and  repel  each 
other 

.  Give different types of  magnets to every group;  let  them 
play with them for a few minutes. Then ask:  Can anybody 
tell me something about these magnets? 
They  may  say  that  magnets  move,  magnets  make  noise, 
magnets stick together, magnets stay apart. Tell the children 
that  every  magnet  has  two  poles,  the  north  pole  and  the 
south pole. Ask them:  What happens if we put the north 
pole of a magnet and the south pole of another magnet 
together? Let  the  children  do  it  before  answering  the 
question.  The  children  may  answer:  they  stick  together. 
Introduce  then  the  word  “attract”,  and say,  the  north  pole 
attracts the south pole. Then ask. What happens if we put 
the north pole of a magnet and the north pole of another 
magnet?  They stay  apart.  Introduce the word  “repel”,  the 
north pole repels the north pole. And  What happens if we 
put the south pole and the south pole together? Will they 
attract or repel? Repel. Ask the children: Can you feel the 
force between magnets?
Let the children test again the force between magnets and 
make them draw what happens on Activity 6. Tell  them to 
use arrows to show the direction of the force. 

Attract, repel, north pole, 
south pole, float

 Horseshoe, bar, ring 
magnets, Activity 6
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Science planning               MAGNETS

Lesson   5         Which is the strongest magnet?

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

.  That  magnets  have 
different strength
. To plan a fair test
.  To  make  and  test 
predictions

.  Tell  the  children  that  they  are  going  to  carry  out  an 
investigation  to  find  out  which  magnet  attracts  more 
paperclips. Present the material: different types of magnets, 
a box of paperclips and activity 7 for every group. Ask the 
children to complete “our scientific investigation”, help them if 
necessary.  Then before giving the material  to every group 
asks them:  How can you find out which magnet is the 
strongest? Putting the magnet in the box and counting how 
many paperclips are stuck on it.  What else can you do to 
make a fair test? 

Would the number of paperclips be the same if we put 
the magnet near or far from them?  The children have to 
understand  that  the  distance  from  the  magnet  to  the 
paperclips has to be the same in order to carry on a fair test.
Give them Activity 7 and the magnets and let them do the 
test. After ten or fifteen minutes ask: Which is the strongest 
magnet? Why do you know? How many paperclips did 
this magnet pick up? Were you surprised with what you 
find out? Why?

Comparatives, superlatives
Stick, pick up

 3 magnets that vary in 
strength, shape, size 
and weight, a box of 
paperclips, Activity 7
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You could put numbers to the magnets to make it easier.

Children will  find out that size, strength and shape are not 
necessarily factors that determine the strength of a magnet.  
The children may say sentences like:
The biggest magnet picked up ..... paperclips.
The smallest magnet picked up.....
Magnet number 1 picked up....
The strongest magnet was.... because it picked up......
The weakest magnet was.... because it picked up...
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Science planning          MAGNETS

Lesson     6         The force of magnets

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

 .  That  the  force  of 
magnets  can  pass 
through  different 
substances and materials
. To plan a fair test
.  To  make  and  test 
predictions

. Tell the children that they are going to find out if the power 
or  force  field    of  magnets  can  pass  through  different 
materials and substances. Give each group the material: a 
sheet of paper, card, cloth, foil, a magnet, some paperclips, 6 
books and Activity 8. Make two piles with the books, leave a 
space between them and put the sheet of paper across the 
two piles leaving enough space. Rest more books on top to 
keep the paper still. Put the paperclips on top of the paper 
and the magnet below. Ask the children:  Can you make it 
move the paperclips? Do the same with the other materials. 
After  doing  the  experiments  ask  them  the  questions  and 
make them write the answers. 
The magnet works through paper. 
The magnet works through cloth.

Books, paper, 
cardboard, cloth, foil, 
magnets, paperclips 
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Science planning                 MAGNETS

                                                                                                   Lesson 7 and 8       Games

Learning objectives Main teaching Vocabulary/grammar Resources

. To make games with 
magnets 
. That there are forces 
between magnets
. That magnets have 
many practical uses
. About the force of 
gravity

Every group could do a different game for display.

Fishing game

1 Cut out fish shapes. Make different sizes and colour them. 
2 Draw in the eye, gill and mouth in black.
3 Give each fish a score number.
4 Make fishing lines by tying the magnet to the string. Attach 
the other end of the string to a rod.
5 Attach paperclips to the fishes’ noses.
6 Make a goldfish bowl from a box. Put the fish in the box 
and children can start fishing.

Going sailing

1 Make triangular sails out of coloured paper or cardboard. 
2 Pin on the paper sail and push the needle into a cork as a 
mast. Be careful, the children may stab.  
3 Push the drawing pin into the underside of the cork.
4 Fill the glass tank with water and put the boats in.
5 Use the magnet under the tank or in the water to move the 
boats.

Cut, paint, draw, attach

Cut, paint, pin, fill 

 Thin cardboard, 
scissors, paint, small 
magnets with a hole in 
the centre, string, 
paperclips, rods 

Corks, coloured paper 
or cardboard, metal 
drawing pins, needles, 
glue, strong magnet, a 
glass or plastic tank, 
water
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Flying butterfly 

1 Cut out the shape of a butterfly. Decorate it. 
2 Tie one end of a thread to the paperclip. Tape the other 
end to a table.
3 Slide a paperclip on to the head. 
4 Hold the magnet in your hand and make the butterfly fly 
without letting   your magnet touch the clip. 
  

Swimming ducks
1 Magnetise two needles with your magnet. Stroke them both 
from eye to the point.
2 Stick the needle with plasticine on a bottle top.
3 Cut out duck shapes and stick one duck so that its beak is 
over the needle’s eye. Stick the other so its beak is over the 
point.
4  Put  the  bottle  tops  in  the  water.  The  ducks  will  swim 
towards each other.

Cut, tie, tape, slide, hold

Magnetise, stroke, stick

Cardboard, tissue, 
metal paperclips, cello 
tape, scissors, string or 
thread, strong magnet 

Needles, cardboard, 
plasticine, bottle tops, 
plastic tank, water, 
strong magnet
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2.3.1.2.Teoria i suport fotogràfic

Forces and motion

Objects can be conceived of as being either at rest or in motion, relative to each other. For 
example, the classroom tables and chairs are normally at rest, relative to the walls and floor,  
and to  the  surface of  the earth,  even though all  of  these are travelling at  considerable 
speeds relative to the sun and others bodies in space. They will remain at rest, in this sense, 
unless some force is applied to them, a push or a pull, which alters their position or sets 
them in motion, e.g. sliding across he floor.
Once a push or a pull has been imparted to an object, it will continue to move relative to its  
surroundings unless some further force is applied to it. In the case of the sliding chair, it will  
soon stop moving due to the joint forces of friction and gravity.

Gravity

Gravity exerts a downward force (i.e. a pull or attraction towards the centre of the planet)  
on all objects on or above it. All objects exert a gravitational attraction on each other. But as 
the strength of  the force is proportionate to mass, gravitational attraction between small  
objects is negligible. The force of gravity also diminishes with distance, though for massive  
objects such as suns and planets, it is still very significant even over millions of miles. The 
earth remains in orbit round the sun because two forces of earth’s momentum, which wants 
to carry it away, and gravity, which pulls it inwards towards itself.
Gravity is what gives objects weight. Weight is not to be confused with mass, though the 
two are related. Mass is the amount of stuff or material that an object consists of. Weight, 
on the other hand is a  force,  the force with which the object is pulled downwards. The 
standard unit for measuring force is Newton.

Magnetism

Magnetism, like pushes, pulls and gravity, is also a force. Magnetism is closely related to  
electricity;  so  closely  that  they  are  generally  conceived  of  as  comprising  a  single 
phenomenon known as electromagnetic force. 
All elements have some magnetic properties. Those, which actively exert a magnetic force,  
are called hard, or permanent, magnets. Magnetic forces always exist between permanent  
magnets.
Most materials –copper, aluminium, wood, water, plastic, etc. are regarded as non-magnetic  
materials.

Magnetic poles

The Earth itself is a very large magnet. Though not strong, the Earth’s magnetic forces are  
concentrated at two points, one near the North Pole, the other near the South Pole, so that a  
finely balanced or floating magnetic needle will  align itself in an approximate north-south 
direction,  so becoming a compass.  Magnets are also said to  have poles:  one,  which is  
attracted towards the north, and the other pole, which is attracted to the south and called the  
South Pole.
All  magnets have two poles in this way. However, magnets can vary in shape and their  
poles are not  always at  the furthest  points.  A bar  magnet,  as the name suggests,  is  a  
straight bar with a pole at each end. A horseshoe magnet is like a bar magnet that has been  
bent round, so the poles are side by side facing in the same direction. A ring, or doughnut,  
magnet has poles on opposite faces.
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If two magnets are brought into close proximity, they will either attract or repel each other. It  
depends on which way their poles are facing. If two like poles (two north poles or two south  
poles) approach each other, they repel. If two unlike poles (north and south) approach each 
other, they attract.

Magnetic fields

Magnetic forces are exerted at a distance, i.e. without the magnets touching, which make  
them seem very mysterious. The explanation for the phenomenon is that the area around a  
magnet  contains  an  invisible  magnetic  field.  This  magnetic  field  can  be  detected  and  
“mapped” by placing a compass in different positions near a magnet. Wherever it is placed,  
the compass needle will swing around, so as to point in the direction of the magnetic field at 
that position.(1)

Vocabulary (2)

Attract pull towards something

Force power that makes things move

Gravity the force that makes objects fall towards the Earth and makes them feel heavy

Magnet a piece of iron or steel that attracts or repels certain other pieces of iron or steel

Magnetic something that can be pulled towards a magnet

Repel push away from something

Student text

A magnet is something that can pull something towards it. The magnet has a force that you 
cannot see. You can only see what it does.
Magnets only work on some kinds of materials. Materials can be magnetic oe non-magnetic.  
If an object is pulled towards a magnet, it is said to be magnetic.
Metals are hard, strong and shiny. Only some metals are magnetic. Iron and steel are 
magnetic.
Magnets can be any shape: horseshoe, bar.
The ends of a magnet are called the poles. One end is called the north pole and the other is 
called the south pole. The north pole of one magnet attracts the south pole of another 
magnet. Two north poles or two shouth polesrepel each other. (2)

(1)Extret de Teacher Background Information. Science Resource Files KS2
(2) Extret de Magnets. Angela Royston. Heinemann first Library
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2.3.1.3.Mapa de continguts

MAGNETS

attract repel

iron

have

north pole south pole

polesElectromagnetic force

that
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2.3.1.4.Seqüenciació

Area: Anglès. Medi Natural
Nivell. 4t de primària
Duració: 10 hores ( 3 sessions setmanals) aproximadament

Magnets

Lesson 1        Magnetic and non-magnetic 2 hours

Lesson 2        Uses of magnets 1 hour

Lesson 3       Pull or Push 1 hour

Lesson 4       Forces between magnets 1 hour

Lesson 5       Which is the strongest magnet? 1 hour

Lesson 6       The force of magnets 1 hour

Lesson 7        Games 3 hours
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2.3.2.Material per a l’alumnat

Activity 1

Classifying materials
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Activity 2

Magnetic or non-magnetic

Magnetic Non-magnetic

My prediction Test My prediction Test

Key

Cork

Foil

Ruler

Eraser

Pencil

Drink can

Plasticine

Paper

Spoon

Paper clip

Scissors
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Activity 3

Magnetic and non-magnetic materials

Magnetic Non-magnetic
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Any surprises?
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Activity 4

Uses of magnets
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Activity 5

Forces
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Activity 7

Strength of magnets

Type of 
magnet

Distance
Cm

Number of paperclips

My prediction My test
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Activity 8

Do magnets work through these materials?

Materials

Yes

     

No

My prediction My test My prediction My test

Paper

Card

Cloth

Foil

Wood (table)

Water

Plastic
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What we needed

What we did
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What we predicted

What happened
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magnet

magnetic

poles

horseshoe

bar

ring

push

pull
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North pole

South pole 

attract

repel

force

gravity

steel

foil
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non-magnetic

Aluminium foil

metal
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2.4.Fonts documentals i bibliografia comentada

Bibliografia

PHILIP, Adey, Frances Nagy, Anne Roberstson , Natasha Serret and Pam, NferNelson. 
Let’s Think through Science. Wadsworth. ISBN 0-7087-0374-7

És un llibre d’investigacions en el  qual  els  autors es centren en com treballar  amb els 
alumnes per tal que pensin, parlin, s’escoltin als uns als altres i treballin en grup amb la 
finalitat de que siguin més creatius, sàpiguen veure les coses des de diferents punts de 
vista, s’intercanviïn idees i aprenguin a anticipar. 

STUART, Naylor and Brenda Keogh with Ann Goldsworthy, . Active Assesment
Thinking Learning and Assessment in Science2. David Fulton Publishers
Millgate House Publishers. ISBN 1-84312-145-x

És un llibre que dóna exemples de com fer controls d’una manera més creativa.

STAR, Fleur. Plant,Breathing flowers, fabulous forests and incredible cacti!.DK Eye Wonder. 
ISBN 1-4053-0598-3

És un llibre de consulta pel mestre i per l’alumne sobre plantes.

MORRIS, Ting and Neil. Growing things. Sticky Fingers. W Franklin Watts. 
ISBN 0-7496-5913-0

És un llibre  per infants per aprendre a fer créixer plantes com si fossis un jardiner.

ROYSTON, Angela. Water. My World of Science. Heinemann Library
ISBN 0-431-13709-9

És un llibre per nens amb un text fàcil i fotos molt il·lustratives sobre l’aigua. Les
fotos i el vocabulari que hi ha en el tema Water són tretes d’aquest llibre.

ROYSTON, Angela. Solids, Liquids   and  Gases. My World of Science. 
Heinemann Library
ISBN 0-431-13702-1

És un llibre per nens amb un text fàcil i fotos molt il·lustratives sobre Els sòlids, líquids i 
gasos. Les  fotos  que hi ha en el tema Water són tretes d’aquest llibre.
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ROYSTON, Angela. Magnets. My world of Science. Heinemann Library
ISBN 0-431-13704-8

És un llibre per nens amb un text fàcil i fotos molt il·lustratives sobre Els Imants. Les  fotos  i 
el vocabulary que hi ha en el tema Magnet són tretes d’aquest llibre.
  

WATTS, Franklin. Electricity and  Magnetism. Two Can

És un llibre sobre els imants on t’ensenyen a fer jocs i investigacions amb els imants.
  

EDOM, Helen. Science with Magnets. Usborne  Science Activities

És un llibre per fer investigacions amb els imants.

 

National curriculum on line  http://www.nc.uk.net

La web per trobar el currículum del Regne Unit. He adaptat els temes del seu currículum i 
copiat part de la teoria pel professor.

The Standards Site.  http:/www/dfes.gov.uk
Una  web  per  trobar  informació  sobre  els  temes  del  currículum  i  el  departament 
d’ensenyament anglès.

http://www.primaryresources.co.uk/science
Una web per trobar material sobre els temes de ciències que es treballen en el currículum 
anglès.

http://www.kids-science-esperimens.com/
Una web per fer experiments amb els alumnes. 

http://www.creativitycentre.com/
Una web sobre la creativitat en les ciències que et permet enllaços amb d’altres webs.  

http://www.theba.net/the-ba (Brithish association for the Advancement of Science)
Una web per estar al corrent de les innovacions en ciències. 
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3. Agraïments

Agraïments

Agraeixo al Departament d’Educació  de la Generalitat de Catalunya la possibilitat d’accedir 
a  la  llicència  retribuïda modalitat  C que m’ha permès gaudir  de  8  mesos a  Anglaterra, 
especialment a la Natàlia Maldonado del Centre de Recursos de Llengües Estrangeres per 
la seva ajuda i suggeriments i al Xavier Yañez del Departament de Formació Permanent i 
Recursos Pedagògics. 

Agraeixo a la Rosa Maria Ramírez, directora del CEIP Vila Olímpica al seu consentiment en 
la meva participació en la llicència d’estudis i a la Tana Serra, cap d’estudis del centre, pels 
seus suggeriments.

Agraeixo al meu marit David i al meu fill Jordi  el seu suport durant aquest temps.

Agraeixo a la Terri  McGregor,  directora de The Croft Primary School i  al seu marit per 
haver-me acollit a casa seva.

Agraeixo a les directores de The Croft, Hayes Meadow i The Chancel i a tots els  mestres 
pel seu acolliment.

Agraeixo a la Marta Garcia Lladó, companya de llicència, la bona entesa i amistat que ha 
sorgit.  

Agraeixo a la Sue i Bill McGuckin la seva amabilitat i haver-me fent sentir una més de la 
família.

Agraeixo al British Council la seva invitació a Londres.

Agraeixo a la Maria Antònia Novau la seva ajuda i suggeriments. 

Agraeixo a la Mercè Saiz la seva ajuda informàtica
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4. Petit àlbum fotogràfic
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